REAL WEDDING

Laura and Daniel transformed
her parents’ property into a rustic
wonderland to celebrate their
engagement with family and friends.
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AURA AND DANIEL’S upcoming wedding
will be held at The Book Barn at Bendooley
Estate and with that in mind, the theme for their
engagement party was rustic bookish. “We chose
this overarching theme because we like the casual,
rustic style and it ties in with Laura’s love of books,”
the couple explained.
Impressed with the marquee Laura’s sister had used for her
engagement party, the couple looked to the same company to pull off
their event. “Pascal and his team were once again so amazing to work
with,” Laura remarked of Pillingers Hiring Service. “They managed
to go beyond our expectations with what they were able to provide!”
Looking to achieve a relaxed cocktail party with different areas for
guests to mingle around the bar and also have the option to sit inside,
Pillingers helped the couple create an incredible space. “The carpeted
foyer area was perfect for guests who preferred chatting around the
bar tables,” Laura noted. “The timber-style floorboards really added a
sense of luxury to the space.”

EAT, DRINK & BE MERRY
“It was a night of love, laughter, food and wine!
There is nothing like celebrating life with those we love.”
Festoon and fairylights added ambience inside the marquee while
ranunculus and fringed tulips in burgundy, cream, pink and purple
added fun pops of colour.
To furnish the space, Pillingers also supplied the tables, sandalwood
chairs, bar tables and stools, linens and fairylights as well as
behind-the-scenes catering equipment. “They were so efficient
in setting up and packing down the whole structure,” praised the
bride-to-be. Pascal’s experience didn’t miss a thing, “He even had
a Plan B in case the weather wasn’t in our favour, which really put
my mind at ease!”
Bride-to-be wardrobe BEC & BRIDGE, Bride-to-be jewellery DANIELE JEWELLERS, Groom-to-be attire:POLITIX,
Venue PRIVATE RESIDENCE, Marquee PILLINGERS HIRING SERVICE, Props Hire LIV & CO, Caterer GEOFF JANSZ,
Cakes & sweet treats SNAX BY MAX, Florist DAVIDE GIANSANTE, LINTON FRESH, Entertainment THE BAKER BOYS BAND
Hair VICKY ANDREWS, ANGELO NASSO HAIRDRESSING, Makeup ADRIANA FRANCO
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